
Tilbury 3 Great Wakering Rovers 3 Att 161  

The two sides shared 6 goals in a thrilling encounter, with both sides coming from 
behind on a wet evening at Chadfields.  

Tilbury made a single change from Saturday's win at Hullbridge, with Tommy Barton 
replacing Charlie Kendall.  

The first chance of the evening fell on 12 when Danny Hurford hit wide for the 
visitors. Tilbury took the lead on 17 when a good move between Ola Ogunwamide 
and Lewis Smith, saw Smith to hit home past Tim Brown. 

Brown was then equal to a Brian Moses effort on 24, saving well. Kojo Apenteng 
then hit wide when he was left in space, as the visitors started to dominate.  

Just before the break, Great Wakering pulled a goal back when Billy Harris was 
played in, beat the offside trap and rounded Girling to score.  

There was still time for Ogunwamide to see his shot cleared off the line and Harris 
being denied by a fine Girling save,   

Charlie Kendall who was introduced at half time, saw his low shot saved by Brown, 
before the visitors were reduced to 10 men when Connor Martin was dismissed. for a 
tackle.  

Ogunwamide and Barton both had efforts for Tilbury as Wakering readjusted.  

On 65 Moses had a free header from a corner. 

The game then turned on its head on 68, with Great Wakering down to 10 men, Ayo 

Odukoya found space on the right and cut in on his left foot and from 20 yards, found 
the corner of the net for a fine goal. On 74 Tilbury got themselves in a mess when a 
ball found the box, the ball was headed back by Barton, but beat Girling to give the 
visitors a 3-1 lead.  

Tilbury had a quiet period before the introduction of Cameron Brodie which saw 
Tilbury push hard to get back in the game. On 82 they were rewarded when a good 
move saw Lewis Smith play in Ola Ogunamide to slot home. Two minutes later it 
was the same combination as Tilbury equalised with an identical goal, Ogunwamide 
slotting home past Brown.  

It was all Tilbury with Moses seeing a late effort blocked by Brown. There was even 
time in the last minute for Odukoya who saw his chance go wide.  

 

The result sees Tilbury remain top of the league. Tilbury are back in action on 
Saturday, when they take the long trip to Aylesbury United in the FA Trophy.   

  

Team: Girling, Boswell, Worrall, Barton (Brodie 78), Turpin (Kendall 46), 
Burns, Ogunwande, Noble, Moses, Spooner (Agyakwa 65, Smith. 

Subs Unused: Coyte and Ocran 



 


